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Pandemic Teaching: is not only 
teaching during a pandemic but 

also navigating experiences 
where possibilities are ever 

evolving and negotiable.

“The urgent imperative to ‘move 
online’, caused by the recent 
Covid-19 pandemic (World 
Health Organization, n.d.), has 
added to the stresses and 
workloads experienced by 
university faculty and staff who 
were already struggling to 
balance teaching, research and 
service obligations, not to 
mention the work-life balance” 
(Houston, Meyer and Paewai 
2006; Houlden and Veletsianos 
2020).



Challenges
● Face-to-Face

○ Safety/Sanitation
○ Limitations of the available spaces
○ Hybrid/Blended: Planning for split groups
○ Challenges to the means of classroom engagement

● Remote
○ Teaching to black boxes
○ Student helper/TA needed to man chats
○ Time/content constraints 

● Online
○ The need for more…
○ Dealing with uncertainty

■ Biases are more tangible 
■ Fear is realized
■ Lack of resources



From best practice to next 
practice; what you need to 
know.





Face-to-Face
●Being mindful of the emotional state of your students
●Be prepared for any eventuality

○Be organized
○Be flexible: assignment types, submission, grading

●Plan each lesson as if it may be your last face to face session
●Create opportunities for blended instruction
●Include the use of mobile technology for class activities
●Create accountability groups to improve/increase engagement in and 
  out of class
●Self care is critical



Remote
●Be flexible
●Embrace a flipped approach
●Be okay with the Black Boxes

○Call on students
●Alternatives for the Black Boxes
●Adjust assignments in number, length and mode of 
  expression
●Be transparent about mistakes with technology and 
  your learning
●Embrace new technology
●Practice the lessons with new technology
●Use a student assistant and/or co-host
●Prepare for breakout Rooms: they take time if they 
  are organized groups
●Use the many functions of Zoom



●Learning can and will take place anywhere; plan with
  that in mind
●Be constant/ consistent

○Specific/ Individualized Feedback
○Open Communication
○Reinforcement

●Include more optional Zoom sessions for their
  reassurance
●Group interactions are welcomed more so now
●Flexibility

Online



What the hub!



1.Include music
2.Include images (paintings, 
   graphics, videos, political cartoons)
3.Provide breaks
4.Be available
5.Do not take student behavior 
   personally
6.Provide autonomy and choice
7.Use periodic check-ins/reflections

Socio-emotional Health
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Questions



Thank You!

Contact Information
Dr. Melissa Cheese, mcheese@bloomu.edu 

Dr. Carolyn Reid Brown, creid@bloomu.edu  


